
Robert Smith 
Mortgage Sales Assistant

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Driven professional, who enjoys working in a fast paced, professional and 
highly motivating environment where I can assist others while utilizing my 
experience. Seeking a career in marketing that will enhance my skills and 
offer the chance for growth and advancement while ensuring the success 
within an organization.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Mortgage Sales Assistant
ABC Corporation -   2000 – 2005 

Responsibilities:

 Submitted approximately 10 loan applications a month to the 
underwriter for verification and recommendations.

 Provided direction to customers on selecting licensed contractors and 
renovation consultants.

 Prepared status updates on an individual loan application for customers,
real estate agents and title attorney/company.

 Organized and customized loans packages for new customers.
 Distributed marketing renovation packages to potential contacts.
 Coordinated travel arrangements, scheduled appearances for loan 

officer to teach continuing educational classes and sent class packets to
surrounding real estate educational boards.

 Compiled database of approximately 800 loan applicants closed loan 
information.

Mortgage Sales Assistant
Delta Corporation -   2006 – 2010 

Responsibilities:

 Manage UniFi loan origination software to research and enter data, print
disclosures, appraisals, title commitments, scan, and transmit files to 
loan .

 Maintain funded loan Excel spreadsheet.
 Adept with MS Outlook to email, maintain calendars and appointment 

scheduling.
 Assist loan officer and loan officer assistant with various clerical 

responsibilities.
 Marketing, using tools such as linked in and Mach 3 to network with 

realtors and borrowers File and sort through needed documentation 
Organization .

 Collect, organize and file confidential documents from Private Bank, 
Premier and Retail clients Input mortgage applications and disclose 
paperwork &amp; .

 Work with customers to set expectations including but not limited to 
rate inquires, appointments, loan status and other information deemed 
necessary.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Proficient with 
Encompass and 
Morvision LOS Systems. 
Retrieve new loan 
applications through 
MortgageBot and 
input/update 
LeadMaster.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

Bachelor of Science
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